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REAGAN, KIRKPATRICK, AND ROCHE ON THE AUTHENTIC REVOLUTIO N

"The tide of the future is a freedo m
tide," said Ronald Reagan via television to 200 friends of Hillsdale an d
Shavano gathered in Palm Beach ,
Florida, on February 10 to honor U N
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick with a
leadership award . Here is the text o f
that message from the President of the
United States :
Ambassador Kirkpatrick, Presiden t
Roche, distinguished guests, fello w
admirers of Hillsdale College, fello w
friends of freedom :
It is a great pleasure to share i n
your tribute to an individual contributing so much to the defense of human freedom—an individual I admir e
and rely heavily upon—Ambassado r
See REAGAN, back page

"A woman who stands in the firs t
rank of America's defenders " was
George Roche's tribute to the Ambassador as he conferred the award .
Dr . Roche saluted her service to
Reagan, who he said "epitomizes gen uine leadership ." The award citation
by George C . Roche, President, Hillsdale College and the Shavano Institut e
stated :
The most coveted recognition whic h
Hillsdale College can extend is ou r
Freedom Leadership Award, given to
a select few who epitomize the leader ship necessary to recapture the American dream .
Tonight I have the great honor t o
bestow that award on a woman wh o
See ROCHE, page 2

"The one revolutionary society in to day's world is our society," Jean e
Kirkpatrick told the dinner group i n
her acceptance address . At the clos e
she urged that "people who under stand the central role of ideas in th e
preservation of freedom [must] join in
solidarity ." The full response by th e
Honorable Jeane J . Kirkpatrick, U .S .
Representative to the United Nation s
was as follows :
We are here tonight to celebrate th e
American experience, its gloriou s
legitimacy and success . The drama ,
excitement, and revolutionary qualit y
of that experience are only barel y
sensed even by those of us who ar e
carriers of it today .
See KIRKPATRICK, page 2
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can build such a future .

stands in the first rank of America's defenders . She ha s
caught the imagination of the entire nation in her spirited
defense of American leadership in the free world . As th e
United States' spokesman at the United Nations, Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick has shown us all the meaning of true leadership .

Ambassador Kirkpatrick, please accept our thanks, our
respect, and Hillsdale's Freedom Leadership Award .
KIRKPATRICK, from front pag e
There is, I think, only one revolutionary society in th e
contemporary world, and that is our society . It is s o
revolutionary that it's not clear that any of us can finally
bear the daring thrust to the realization of age-old value s
that our American revolution contains and celebrates .

A pessimist might say that the trends which this natio n
has undergone at a steadily accelerating rate for the las t
half-century must spell the end of the wonderful succes s
story which has been America .

Those values are the definitive values of Judeo Christian civilization . They have inspired every authentically Judeo-Christian society in history . Those value s
declare, above all, the irreducible worth and uniquenes s
of every individual .

The nation and its institutions are assaulted on ever y
side . Our economy, which has long been the most powerful and prosperous in the world, has now been over regulated, over-taxed and over-governed to the point o f
grave damage .
Our political structure, which has long been hailed as
the finest and most enduring example of limited ,
representative government, has now developed a gigantic, self-perpetuating bureaucracy, a horde of special interest groups and a public philosophy which is neither
limited nor representative .

They assert that each individual ought, in a prope r
society, to have an opportunity to explore and develo p
himself—if not in an atmosphere of utopian equality ,
then at least in an atmosphere supportive enough that th e
person and the whole society can grow strong and rich ,
diverse and interesting, from the intermingling of al l
those individualities .

In foreign affairs, the world ' s most powerful free nation has lost a great deal of the respect which it once com manded . Worse still, we seem to have lost a large portion of our self-respect . In cultural matters our societ y
has lost its central unity, its common bond of values an d
beliefs, rendering a self-confident, vital people insecure ,
ineffective, and divided .

Above all, this revolutionary society means change . I t
means that entrenched prejudices and wrong ideas in ou r
particular marketplace of ideas keep getting pushed ou t
to make room for better ideas and more successful experiments . But the one thing that does not change is it s
foundation of belief in the irreducible value of the individual .

Yet the pessimist predicting our downfall would b e
wrong . The real strength of America lies dormant an d
can be revived . Our economy, our political life, ou r
leadership of the free world and our confidence in thi s
nation and its institutions will rise again in the hands o f
genuine leadership .

The character of any society depends on what its people honor most . To paraphrase St . Augustine, what me n
and women love is ultimately what motivates, guides, an d
structures the life of the individual, the institutions, th e
government, the nation, the whole . Distinguished political philosophers through the ages have understood thi s
basic principle of societies : what men love, what they
seek, what they believe is worth devoting their lives to ,
depends finally on the education they receive . Nothing i s
so important to a society . Plato, Aristotle, and mos t
other thoughtful students of society have understoo d
this—all, perhaps, except Karl Marx, who called it al l
"superstructure . "

Future historians will mark the turning point in 1980 ,
with the election of Ronald Reagan as President of th e
United States . It was then that the American people served notice that change had to come, that America had a
future as well as a past .
The real secret of the renewed American Revolutio n
which has now begun lies in one concept—leadership .
Ronald Reagan epitomizes that leadership, but we mus t
realize that he cannot do the job alone .

The reason that nothing is so important to the life o f
a society as education is that everything else—the supporting webs of values, beliefs, and goals—all derives fro m
education . There are many other important endeavors i n
the society ; production is important, as is governing ; bu t
the most important endeavor of all is education .

The new American Revolution will be successful i f
enough of us, each in our own walk of life, each with ou r
own centers of influence, rise to the occasion and bea r
witness to America ' s greatness, to the prosperity, dignity, and strength of a free people, united in the commo n
values of our heritage and the Judeo-Christian beliefs o n
which that heritage is based .

In times past, anyone who was serious about educatio n
understood it as a process that began in the family an d
continued through the schools . The whole educational experience, from the family through the schools, constituted a seamless web, from which each person could de rive a sense of identity and purpose, a sense of the goal s
we are to seek, the means that are acceptable for seeking those goals, the skills which one could bring to bear .

Such leadership is the goal of Hillsdale College and the
Shavano Institute . We believe in America and in the dignity and worth of the individual American . We believ e
in America's future . We believe that proper leadership
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success of our society is especially important because i t
coincides with a time of unprecedented danger for ou r
civilization . I believe it is no exaggeration to say that w e
live in a period which will define the civilization of th e
West and the world for the next several centuries . W e
Americans like to dream of a world without force . Ye t
we know better in our private thoughts, in our busines s
and our domestic politics ; we know that force matters .

Those Dark Years
But, as we have learned, sometimes things go wron g
in a society . People become confused, the skills becom e
clumsy, the goals become vague, and even the identit y
falls into doubt . When that happens, a society begins t o
decline . Societies can suffer identity crises, very much like
confused youth on their way to maturity . There is n o
straight road for youth on their way to maturity in thes e
complex modern times, and no straight road for societie s
on their way to survival . Our own experience in recent
years is testimony to that—dismal, disturbing, enormous ly bothersome testimony to that .

We know that it matters that the United States had
never been so weak, and the Soviet Union so strong, a s
when the "new coalition of forces" had been established during those terrible years just before the elections o f
1980 .

Our society, beginning some time in the 1960s, under went a kind of identity crisis . Ironically, at the very tim e
when Barry Goldwater was being described as a reaction ary, a voice of the eighteenth century, he was in fact iden tifying precisely those issues that would dominate American political life in all the elections which have follow ed . He was pointing the way to the culture crisis that ha s
afflicted America from the mid-'60s forward, and whic h
seemed for a while to plunge us into a dark time fro m
which nobody knew for certain that we would even re cover, a time in which we were not certain who we were .
We were not certain what we believed . We were not certain where we were going . And above all, we were no t
certain why .

We know that a total challenge has been mounte d
against liberal democratic Western society, as well a s
against all the small non-Western societies in the worl d
who desire to be independent and have their sovereignty respected .
Many of us understood that the counsel of despair tha t
suggested we should resign ourselves to "historical inevitability"—forswear our own potential and the use o f
our own strength in the world—was just that, a counse l
of despair . Again and again voices called sophisticate d
by our universities (some of them) and by our media (to o
many of them) told us that accepting defeat, acceptin g
the mockery of American influence in the world, th e
shrinkage of our values in the world, without even any
sort of struggle, would be a sign of growing America n
maturity in our complex world . We knew better . W e
knew it was a symptom of pathology .

I believe, as deeply as I have believed any social fac t
in my life, that the election of Ronald Reagan constitute d
a turning point in this identity crisis into which the United
States had been plunged . Beginning with the elections o f
1980, that period of great national self-doubt and self denigration gave way a bit at a time to a returning confidence in the legitimacy and success of our society, ou r
institutions, and ourselves .

I do not know by what conjunction of persona l
biography and American history it happened, but the fac t
remains that the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 wa s
a victory for all of those who rejected the idea of inevitable American decline, inevitable democratic decline .
Who will forget that extraordinary inauguration day ,
which was endowed with unique significance by th e
simultaneous release of our hostages, closing the mos t
humiliating episode in our national history ?

In recent days I have been re-reading Orwell's Ninetee n
Eighty-Four, for perhaps the tenth time . There is a
marvelous line about the so-called Ministry of Truth, i n
which history is continuously falsified . Its slogan is ,
"Who controls the present, controls the past . Who controls the past, controls the future ." One of the most
dramatic things which happened to us in the Unite d
States was that we in the present lost control of our past .
Our history was rewritten, our triumphs were redefine d
as a national shame, and our shame was projected to a
failed future . And in the process, much was lost .

That day signaled a new beginning, a clear decision b y
a majority of ordinary Americans to take control of thei r
society once again and recommit it to freedom in bot h
domestic and foreign affairs . And we can now say tha t
this determination to retake control of our destiny, t o
refuse to bow to somebody else's definition of our inevitable decline, has been accompanied with simply extraordinary success .

So before anything else good could have happened t o
our society, it was necessary that we have a return of con fidence in the basic decency of Americans . We had t o
regain the conviction that our experience was indeed rele vant to modern times ; that we were not outdated artifact s
of history about to be overtaken by some dialectic moving toward a collectivist future in which all of us wh o
believed in the individual would simply be swallowed u p
and disappear .

Describing one day in a Cabinet meeting the decline o f
inflation to below 4 percent, the rapid, unanticipate d
decline of unemployment, and the rising rate of economi c
growth, the President said, "Nobody calls it Reaganomics any more ." The success of our effort at the restoration of traditional American patterns and practice s
has exceeded all expectations . It was not only the liberal
media which were surprised by the economic turnaround ;
almost everybody was surprised . The fact is it doesn' t

We Knew Better
This returning confidence in the basic legitimacy and
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:ake very much freedom to unleash the creative, tremenlous potential of our gloriously diverse society and it s
gloriously creative people . Those people still believe .

body who read the New York Review of Books as I did ,
the diagram of how to make a do-it-yourself Moloto v
cocktail on the cover? The most violent manifestation s
of that era are mercifully behind us . But the bitterness o f
those deep, horrible divisions remains, and it still distort s
our national life . It is terribly important that we put th e
bitterness behind us, that we move on from the influenc e
of those destructive, even nihilistic attitudes and action s
of that period which Paul Johnson, the British socia l
critic, has called "a time when we tried to commi t
suicide . "

It is interesting to stop and think about what is
sometimes called the "harsh, unseemly rhetoric" of th e
President and some of us associated with him . That rhetDric, to a degree that is rarely understood, both reflect s
and stimulates basic convictions of the majority of people in our society .
Return of the American Dream
There is, for example, a growing consensus toda y
about the success of American society, the virtues of ou r
institutions and our way of life, and also about the identity of our adversary and the stakes in the contest . Som e
66 percent of American voters today approve the American quality of life . Some 62 percent believe our best time s
are still ahead of us .

We must move on to more serious business, more relevant to our genuine American identity and purpose . I n
his book on how democracies end, the distinguishe d
French commentator Jean-Francois Revel observed that ,
in the West, people are embarrassed to call the struggl e
between democracy and totalitarianism by its own name .
He said that people in the West prefer instead to spea k
of the competition between East and West, or the struggl e
between the superpowers—as if the United States and th e
U .S .S .R . were politically or morally equivalent . Peopl e
say to me in the UN, "It is you superpowers who are
dividing the world . You superpowers should get together . "

On the other side, today only 9 percent of Americans ,
much the lowest point since 1956, have a favorable opin ion of the Soviet Union . This negative opinion is associated with a widespread understanding that the Soviet s
are causing most of the turmoil and trouble in the world
today . Ninety-three percent of Americans believe it woul d
be better to fight if necessary than to accept Russia n
domination, though almost all of us are convinced tha t
firm, strong leadership will make it unnecessary ever t o
make that choice .

In Australia not long ago, a friendly minister of a
friendly government told me that "if only you and th e
Soviet Union could resolve your differences, then the
world would be more secure . "

Among the most significant aspects of these changin g
American attitudes is the evidence of returning confidence in our system among young Americans . Recen t
surveys of high school students, for example, have reveal ed that some 66 percent of high school seniors agree tha t
finally, all things considered, our system is the best in th e
world . That's up 10 percent since 1975 . Some 62 percen t
of high school seniors believe we can solve any proble m
that can be solved by technological means if only we se t
our minds to it . That's up 10 percent as well .

I said to that minister, "I don't think you've put i t
quite accurately . " That sort of comment produces a
pause around a diplomatic table . Nobody knew what I
was going to say next, partly because I'm famous for being just a little unpredictable around such tables . I said ,
"The fact is the United States has no particular quarre l
with the Soviet Union—no quarrel any different tha n
Australia's or New Zealand's quarrel with the Sovie t
Union, or Britain's, France's, or Italy's, or that of an y
democratic nation in the world . I do not think it is ver y
useful to think of it as the United States' quarrel with th e
Soviet Union . It is more useful to think of it as som e
rather profound disagreements between those of us in the
democracies who believe in self-government based o n
consent, and those who believe in dictatorship impose d
by violence . "

And almost everybody in our society, over 85 percent ,
is convinced that they and people like them can live successful lives if only they work at it . This is the return o f
the American dream—nothing more, nothing less, and i t
is one of the dominant facts of our times .
Sometimes good news takes a while being disseminated, and often the places that are slowest to get th e
message are places like New York and Washington ,
where liberal establishment elites hang on to the fashionable cliches—the kind of fashionable cliches that ver y
nearly ripped our society apart in the 1960s and '70s .
That was the period when debate in our society turne d
mean, and the mean polemical spirit—entirely foreign t o
the spirit of democratic discussion—scarred our conduc t
of foreign affairs .

That's a very unfashionable way of putting the problem, let me tell you . And yet somehow we all know —
not just those of us in this room but ordinary American s
in all those unfashionable places and even a fe w
fashionable places—that, fundamentally, the issue is no t
just between the two superpowers, each with parallel
goals, each seeking to impose its will on a passive world .
The people know better .
In New York, at the United Nations, a good many o f
my colleagues tried to suggest that the liberation o f
Grenada was the moral equivalent of the invasion o f
Afghanistan . How will we ever be able to condemn th e
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, they said, if yo u

Fashionable Cliches, Hard Truth s
Remember the nasty riots that were called "disturbances?" Remember the Vietcong flags? Remember, any -
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Americans have used force in Grenada? I asked the m
where were all the grateful Afghans lining the streets o f
Kabul shouting "God bless Andropov" ?

States by declaring Puerto Rico a colony and us to be colonial exploiters . Not in 13 years had the United State s
won a vote on the floor of the General Assembly until w e
turned back the Cuban challenge on Puerto Rico . Tha t
triumph is not very well understood outside the United
Nations to this day, but it is well understood inside th e
United Nations as a landmark .

Frankly, before I got to the UN, I had no idea ho w
really badly off democracy was in the world . Until then ,
I did not fully understand the decline of the democracies .
I did not understand how many of the representatives and
leaders of the democracies take for granted the fact that
we have lost and will go on losing, and simply resig n
themselves to working out how best we should adapt our selves to that problem .

Also, in a very real sense, we won an important victory in the Security Council on the destruction of th e
Korean airliner . A lot of our media would like to sugges t
that it doesn ' t ever pay to stand up and try hard . But the y
are wrong, and here is why :

Beginning to Win a Few
Let me give you just a sense of the odds in the Unite d
Nations . In the 38th General Assembly, which recentl y
ended, some 331 resolutions were adopted . One hundred
eighty-three of those were adopted without a vote . Now
a resolution adopted on the basis of consensus does no t
mean it ' s a good resolution . It simply means that it contains nothing sufficiently objectionable to any one of the
158 member nations to make them want to block tha t
resolution . That figure 183 out of 331 proves, I think ,
that we in the United States Mission are not unwilling t o
join with our fellows there in consensus whenever we ca n
find a formulation that is not damaging to our nationa l
interest .

It takes nine votes in the Security Council, among it s
15 members, to force a veto . The Soviet Union has ha d
such political strength in the Security Council that it ha d
not been forced to veto a resolution since its invasion o f
Afghanistan five years before . We worked hard, we go t
the nine votes, we forced the Soviet veto . Again, th e
meaning of this may not have been understood outsid e
the UN, but it was very well understood inside the UN .
And finally, of course, if I may say so, we won in ou r
decision to withdraw from UNESCO, demonstrating t o
all the world, as quietly and politely but firmly as we can ,
that there are limits to our patience, limits to our indulgence, limits to our willingness to finance our ow n
destruction .

But if we go on and look at the contested resolutions ,
the issues that were not decided by consensus, and we see
who voted with us and who didn't vote with us, what w e
find is that the average agreement with the United State s
was 19 percent . The average level of agreement with th e
Soviet Union was 70 percent .

A Small Price to Pay
Creating a new coalition of forces inside the Unite d
Nations has required breaking some taboos . It has required refusing to bow to Soviet propaganda and intimidation . It means defending ourselves against th e
relentless verbal attacks of the Soviet Union who da y
after day accuse us of every crime in the books, and clai m
for their own miserable, failed tyranny every advantage .
Above all, it requires talking about the success o f
freedom—in economics and in politics .

This kind of record, skewed in favor of the Soviets, i s
found in all groups in the United Nations except th e
group containing our very closest allies . In the so-called
non-aligned movement, they voted 14 percent with us, 7 7
percent with the Soviet Union . The African bloc, the majority of whose members are heavily dependent on U .S .
assistance for their very survival, voted 14 percent wit h
us ; 78 percent with the Soviet Union . The Latin American
bloc voted 16 percent with us and 71 percent with th e
Soviet Union .

Changing the coalition of forces requires pointing t o
the facts demonstrated by every economic success stor y
in the history of our times about the relationships between economic freedom and economic development .
Once again I would emphasize it doesn't take very muc h
freedom to unleash the creative, innovative, productiv e
powers of persons . But a certain modicum of freedom i s
the absolute requirement for economic success as fo r
political success .

But we at the United Nations representing the United
States today are not reconciled to losing . We do no t
believe in the inevitability of the American decline . W e
reject it as a concept, and we work day in and day ou t
to change those results . And because we don't think that
historical inevitability or good manners requires us t o
lose, we are in fact beginning to win a few .

Changing the coalition of forces in the world and in th e
United Nations requires systematically breaking the unwritten Orwellian rules of double-think and newspeak . I t
requires daring to use our freedom while we still hav e
it—to describe the world as clearly as we can, to defen d
as effectively as we can the freedom that enables us t o
seek and to express truth .

We won, for example, on the efforts to exclude Israe l
from the General Assembly and from the other principa l
member organizations of the United Nations . Although
that effort looked like almost a foregone success, w e
organized, we fought it in the capitals of 158 member nations, we made clear that it was unacceptable to us, an d
we won on the vote .

Daring to confront the calumnies of those who preten d
that we are at best no different than our adversaries, dar ing to answer those who would intimidate us into silence ,

We won on the effort of Cuba to humiliate the United
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is surely a very small price to pay for the restoration o f
American influence .
This is the challenge, though—this daring, systematically, day after day, to stand on the record and confron t
the calumnies . This is the challenge that confronts us : no t
just the President, not just the administration, not jus t
us at U .S .U .N ., but absolutely every one of us in thi s
country who enjoys freedom and who desires to preserv e
it .
In this effort to preserve and extend our freedom, the
role of colleges and universities is central and strategic .
It is a very great pleasure to be here this evening with peo ple who understand the central role of ideas in the preser vation of freedom, and a very great pleasure to join yo u
in solidarity in this effort . Thank you, and good night .
REAGAN, from front pag e
Jeane Kirkpatrick . It's fitting that an educational institu tion known for its steadfast adherence to American prin ciples honors Ambassador Kirkpatrick . If Hillsdale College had not already established a Freedom Leadership
Award, it would be necessary to invent one specificall y
for her .
As an influential scholar and penetrating writer in the
1970s, she was a voice of reason and common sense i n
the analysis of U .S . foreign policy . This was a time whe n
adhering to such standards required courage, as well a s
clear thinking . Her strong principles and personal energ y
helped create the intellectual climate needed to restor e
vitality and a sense of purpose to this country's relations
with the rest of the world .
As United States representative to the United Nations ,
she has been a leading force for both democratic ideal s
and American interests . She has remained rock-solid i n
her convictions, amid the tides and storm clouds of worl d
events and international politics . She stands a gian t
among the diplomats of the world . All Americans shoul d
be grateful for her service . That's especially true for me ,
Jeane .
Ambassador Kirkpatrick is also a role model fo r
American women who choose a public career . The vision ,
courage, and statesmanship contributed to the free worl d
by women like Margaret Thatcher and Golda Meir hav e
now been matched by Jeane Kirkpatrick, one of our own .
She is a splendid lady, a patriotic American, and an exceptional asset to this administration .
It is said that Benjamin Franklin would have prefer red our national bird to be not the eagle, but instead th e
turkey . There have been times in the United Nations

when this country, its interests, and its representative s
were treated as if Franklin's suggestion had bee n
implemented .
Well, today, with Jeane Kirkpatrick at her post, th e
American eagle again commands respect . We are no
longer indicting ourselves before the world . We are n o
longer immobilized by self-doubt . Our system is far fro m
perfect, but it provides a better quality of life, mor e
democracy and political and personal freedom, than any
other . We have much to be proud of, and we should offer no apologies to regimes that force tyranny and
deprivation down the throats of their own people .
We, the American people, are carrying a heavy respon sibility . If liberty is to survive, if the forces o f
totalitarianism are to be thwarted in their attempts to expand their grips on mankind, much will depend on us .
Today our commitment to this vital task has been reinvigorated, and the forces of tyranny are on the defensive .
A new spirit of optimism can be felt, not only in th e
United States, but in the rest of the world .
The forces of human liberty, of kindness and decency, are for the first time in years asserting themselves and
fighting back . This is especially true in the Third World ,
where countries that flirted with Marxism-Leninism are
rejecting that unworkable and discredited ideology . It ca n
be seen in the struggles in Afghanistan, in Chad, an d
elsewhere where freedom-loving people are strugglin g
against heavy odds to secure their liberty an d
independence .
The tide of the future is a freedom tide, and Communism cannot and will not hold it back . The origins o f
this tide, just now gathering momentum, may be traced
to the stands that we are taking here—to the steadfastnes s
of purpose demonstrated by champions of liberty lik e
Ambassador Kirkpatrick . Madam Ambassador, we than k
you and we salute you .
President Roche, you honor me and this administration in awarding Mrs . Kirkpatrick the Hillsdale Colleg e
Freedom Leadership Award . She joins a distinguishe d
company of recipients .
Hillsdale deserves the appreciation of all who labor fo r
freedom . Tonight's tribute is but one example of th e
many contributions you are making . Your creative out reach on national issues enables little Hillsdale to cas t
such a long shadow . It's a distinct pleasure to add m y
congratulations on the presentation of the Hillsdale College Freedom Leadership Award to Ambassador Jean e
Kirkpatrick .
Thank you and God bless you all .
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